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Regional Mechanical Insulator Gains New Project Manager to Benefit Local and Regional
Customers
Burlington, Vt. - North Country Mechanical Insulators (NCMI), a mechanical insulation company
specializing in insulation solutions for industrial and commercial facilities, as well as niche
brewing and distilling operations, has gained the experience of new project manager Jon Kane,
formerly of Big Dawg.
NCMI identified a need to bring an additional project manager on board to meet the demands of
an increasing project count, and to manage the company’s growing labor force. An additional
project manager with knowledge and experience with insulation was necessary to increase the
skill level of the existing workforce of NCMI as well.
“We interviewed several candidates who were qualified, but it made the most sense to bring Jon
on as he is familiar with the area, has existing business and relationships in Chittenden County
and the surrounding areas, and a vast knowledge of insulation as an insulation installer,” said
NCMI President, Jason Barron. “With greater management we can take on more insulators,
train accordingly, have greater quality control, and build on the relationships that Big Dawg had
and NCMI has.”
Jon Kane, a well-qualified candidate with experience and good reputation among local business
and contractors, comes to NCMI from owning his previous company, Big Dawg. Kane’s
familiarity and knowledge in both the insulation industry and as a business owner promises to
serve NCMI well to improve services and support to local customers and business in the
Burlington metropolitan area.

About North Country Mechanical Insulators:
Formed in 1988, North Country Mechanical Insulators (NCMI) is leading New England in
commercial mechanical services for new construction and retrofitting. The mission of NCMI is to
help companies and organizations reduce their carbon footprint and conserve energy through
facility insulation.
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